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msa Gas detectors for your fire service applications

Confined Space Entry
emergency response teams may be called upon to perform services or
rescues in confined spaces. while often industrial in nature, a confined
space is typically defined as any enclosed area not meant for human
habitation, such as a sewer or storm drain. msa’s multigas detectors
can help to ensure that confined space atmospheres are safe for
worker entry.

overhaul
during overhaul operations, you can never be certain of conditions
within damaged structures. msa single and multigas detectors can
indicate the need to use respiratory protection.

Hydrogen Cyanide (HCN) risks
Hydrogen cyanide (Hcn) detection has increasingly become a key part
of firefighting respiratory programs and sops as the awareness of Hcn
exposures becomes known and studied. materials such as insulation,
furniture carpets, appliances and plastics can generate Hcn when
burning as can many items made of natural materials. 

in addition to the smoke generated during active fires, the continued
presence of heat and smoldering materials during overhaul can
generate dangerous levels of Hcn. this has prompted many
departments to adjust their respiratory sops to minimize firefighter
exposure to Hcn. the use of Hcn monitors during overhaul can
provide the critical information needed to support those decisions and
further protect firefighters. 

Hcn is a colorless gas with a bitter, almond like odor. Hcn is
considered to be idlH at 50 ppm per niosH. Hcn can enter the body
through the absorption, inhalation and ingestion. symptoms of Hcn
exposure can include nausea, dizziness, vomiting and breathing
difficulty. these symptoms can appear immediately. the long term
effects of repeat exposure continue to be studied. msa altair pro 
and altair 5X instruments can help firefighters detect threats 
from Hcn.

Carbon Monoxide (Co) risks
co is a colorless, odorless gas that is considered toxic at 35ppm 
with a niosH idlH at 1200 ppm. symptoms of exposure can
include headache, nausea, dizziness, confusion and shortness of
breath. since co is often the byproduct of incomplete combustion, 
it can be a threat during overhaul or in many home calls. 

Home Calls
fire departments often respond to calls concerning co (carbon
monoxide) home alarms. msa altair® 2X, altair 4X and altair 5X
Gas detectors can detect the presence of co upon arrival at call sites
and determine if the premises are safe for habitation. these units can
even be used to locate the gas source (often garages or leaky furnace
vents). fire departments may also respond to natural gas leaks or
suspicious odors and must be able to measure concentrations of
several gases simultaneously. 

HazMat
fire departments and Hazmat teams at times must detect and identify 
hazardous compounds and other Vocs at spills and other emergency 
situations. with the ability to detect hundreds of volatile organic 
compounds, the ALTAIR® 5X pid multigas detector is the ideal 
instrument for Hazmat applications.

emergency response crews face two basic challenges when entering dangerous environments:
• is the air acceptable for normal, unprotected breathing?
• is the air safe from potential explosions?
portable gas detection equipment can help emergency response crews to meet these challenges. Gas
detection needs are expanding. increasingly, fire departments respond to situations where hazardous
substances may be present and proper detection equipment is necessary. msa provides equipment
to meet almost any gas detection need. 
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ALTAIR PRO HCN Fire Single-Gas Detector

ALTAIR Pro HCN Single-Gas Detectors

Ease of Use
altair pro Hcn Gas detectors combine user flexibility and functional
simplicity. units use an easily replaceable, commercially available
battery and one button operation.

Distinctive alarm System
triple alarm system’s piercing audible alarm averages 95 db @ 1 foot
and is designed not to be confused with other sounds. Visual alarm
features dual bright top led to be seen from all angles. internal
vibrating alarm is standard with all units.

Built-In Ir Communication (Event and Data-Logging)
altair pro Hcn Gas detectors provide standard data logging,
automatically recording the 50 latest events while simultaneously
recording peak readings every three minutes. 

Durability
thick rubberized housing withstands accidental drops and other
impacts. 10' drop test and ip67-rated for water-and-dust resistance. 

aLtaIr Pro HCN SINgLE-gaS DEtECtor

Instrument type P/N Low alarm High alarm StEL tWa

HydroGen 
cyanide (Hcn)

10076729 4.7 ppm 10 ppm 10 ppm 4.7 ppm

aCCESSorIES

P/N Description

711072 cal Gas - 10 ppm Hcn - 34 liter

655051 replacement Hcn sensor

467895 flow control regulator

602294 tubing

10150609 cal Gas - 60ppm co - 116 liter
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introducing the altair 2X Gas detector from msa; the
first one or two gas detector that incorporates industry-
leading Xcell sensor technology to deliver unparalleled
performance while drastically minimizing total cost of
ownership, increasing durability and delivering enhanced
worker safety, compliance and traceability. 

the altair 2X is also the first portable gas detector to
introduce revolutionary Xcell pulse technology. based on
proven science and advanced patented sensor
capabilities.

Built tough
like all msa detectors, altair 2X is built for durability
and designed for the work that is being completed.

• withstands extreme impacts with rugged
polycarbonate housing and passes 25-foot drop test

• ip 67-rated altair 2X is both dust tight and water
tight

• minimal rf interference
• full three-year warranty supports the entire

instrument, including the sensors.

The ALTAIR 2X Gas Detector

detector type
(low, HiGH alarm in ppm)

cHarcoal Glow-in-tHe-
dark

altair 2X sinGle Gas detector

co (25, 100) 10153986 10154185

co-H2 (25, 100) 10154074 10154186

altair 2Xt two-toX Gas detector

co/H2s (co: 25, 100; H2s: 10, 15) 10154040 10154181

co-H2/H2s (co: 25, 100; H2s: 10, 15) 10154071 10154182

co/H2s-lc (co: 25, 100; H2s: 5, 10) 10154072 10154183

co/no2 (co: 25, 100; no2: 2.5, 5) 10154073 10154184

altair 2Xp – witH Xcell pulse tecHnoloGy 

H2s-pulse (10, 15) 10153984 10154188



ALTAIR 5X Multigas Detectors

Powered by Performance
altair 5X multigas detectors provide industry-leading sensor technology with
msa Xcell® sensors, offering typical life of more than double the industry average.
msa’s proprietary application-specific integrated circuit (asic) design miniaturizes
sensor controlling electronics, offering superior stability, accuracy and repeatability.

saving seconds on response time can mean saving lives. msa Xcell sensors enable
faster response and span calibration times to save on calibration gas and
maintenance costs. altair 5X multigas detectors can also be equipped with msa
ir sensors for many gases and ranges, including co2.

Flexibility to Meet Your Needs
msa’s altair 5X multigas detectors are available with high-resolution color or
monochrome lcd display with multilingual capabilities; msa’s logo express®
service can customize your color display. easily configurable detectors with
interchangeable plug-and-play msa Xcell sensor slots can monitor up to six gases
simultaneously. optional glow-in-the-dark instrument housing is available for ir
sensor-equipped units. lithium-ion battery lasts for 20 hours for multiple shift use;
alkaline battery pack is also available. altair 5X multigas detector is fully
compatible with the msa GalaXy® GX2 automated test system and msa link
software.

SENSor oPtIoNS aND SPECIFICatIoNS

gas type range resolution

combustible 0-100% lel 1% lel

oXyGen 0-30% Vol 0.1% Vol

carbon monoXide 0-1999 ppm 1 ppm

HydroGen sulfide 0-200 ppm 1 ppm

sulfur dioXode 0-20 ppm 0.1 ppm

cHlorine 0-10 ppm 0.1 ppm

ammonia 0-100 ppm 1 ppm

nitroGen dioXide 0-20 ppm 0.5 ppm

cHlorine dioXide 0-1 ppm 0.01 ppm

pHospHine 0-5 ppm 0.1 ppm

HydroGen cyanide 0-30 ppm 0.1 ppm

carbon dioXide 0-10% Vol 0.01% Vol

butane 0-25% Vol 0.1% Vol

metHane 0-100% Vol 1% Vol

propane 0-100% Vol 1% Vol

aLtaIr 5X Detector Kits – monochrome display, integral pump, 10-ft sampling line, 
and 1-ft probe

approvals
Configuration

u.s. canada

10116926 10115120 lel, o2, co, H2s

10160201 lel, o2, co, H2s, Hcn

aLtaIr 5X Detector Deluxe Kits – color display, integral pump,10-ft sampling line, and 1-ft probe

approvals
Configuration

u.s. canada

10116928 10115142 lel, o2, co, H2s

10160193 lel, o2, co, H2s, Hcn

ALTAIR 5X Multigas Detector

aCCESSorIES

P/N Description

10042621 sample probe

10040665 10' sample line

801582 water stop filter, 10-pack

10045035 58 liter Quad Gas - lel-o2-co-H2s

10095774 Vehicle charger

10034391 demand regulator kit
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SENSor SPECIFICatIoNS

gas type range resolution

lel 0-100% 1%

o2 0-30% vol 0.1% vol

co 0-1999 ppm 1 ppm

H2s 0-200 ppm 1 ppm

aCCESSorIES

P/N Description

10152669 altair pump probe with charger

10153104 25' sample line for pump probe

10082834 Jeteye ir adapter with usb connector

10045035 58 liter Quad Gas - lel-o2-co-H2s

467895 flow control regulator

10095774 Vehicle charger

ALTAIR 4X Multigas Detectors

altair 4X multigas detectors are driven by advanced portable gas detector
technology. design breakthroughs improve performance and ensure that altair
4X detectors outlast the competition

• full three-year warranty
• four-year sensor life
• lower cost of ownership
• ip67-rated
• end-of-sensor-life warning
• 24-hour run time
• withstands 20-ft drop
• fast, high-performing msa Xcell sensors

ALTAIR 4X Multigas Detector – charcoal (left) and phosphorescent (right)

aLtaIr 4X Detector with North American approval, quick-start card, data logging, charger, 
calibration cap and tubing, CD manual. MotionAlert™ feature is now standard on all detectors.

P/N Description

10107602 altair 4X multigas detector (lel, o2, co, H2s), charcoal

10110443 altair 4X multigas detector (lel, o2, co), charcoal

10110444 altair 4X multigas detector (lel, o2), charcoal

10107603 altair 4X multigas detector (lel, o2, co, H2s), phosphorescent

10110445 altair 4X multigas detector (lel, o2, co), phosphorescent

10110446 altair 4X multigas detector (lel, o, phosphorescent

MSA XCell Technology

msa revolutionizes sensor technology with design breakthroughs for
superior performance that saves you money.

•  sensor response and clear times in less than 15 seconds
•  bump test in less than 15 seconds
•  span calibration time of 60 seconds
•  Greater signal stability and repeatability within changing or extreme 

environmental conditions
•  two-tox co/H2s sensor with virtually no cross-channel interference
•  sensor digital output reduces susceptibility to rf interference
•  reliable, extended-life Xcell sensors offer typical life greater than

four years
•  laser-welded sensor housings eliminate opportunities for leaks
•  combustible sensor proprietary operating mode improves poison

resistance
•  end-of-sensor-life warning gives advanced notice to user, reducing

service outages
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Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Detection

Voc detection is critical in HaZmat, arson investigations, and several applications
emerging in the fire service. advanced photoionization (pid) detectors are
becoming required tools for the fire service for Voc applications. count on msa to
bring this advanced technology in an extremely durable and easy to use package. 

the ALTAIR 5X pid multigas detector provides one-package solutions: 
incredible performance, maximum simplicity and durable design. 

tremendous flexibility
users can simultaneously monitor for Voc with low vapor pressures while
measuring for combustible, toxic and oxygen deficient atmospheres within one
reliable, easy-to-use, durable unit.

Durable and reliable PID performance
integrating msa's patented pid sensor design in our proven reliable multigas
detector designs make this combination a dependable winner. Get the job done
reliably and quickly.

Flexible configurations
detector design combines two instruments into one.

Loud, attention grabbing alarm system
ALTAIR 5X PID multigas detectors provide outstanding alarms to clearly warn 
users of potentially hazardous situations. 

orDErINg INForMatIoN

ALTAIR 5X PID DEtECtoR p/n 10.6
eV

lel 02 co H2s li
ion

Blue
tooth

Smp
line

Smp
probe

ret
line

Altair5X,COLOR,LEL,CO,H2S,PID,ATEX 10166730      

Altair5X,COLOR,LEL,CO,H2S-LC,PID,ATEX 10166741     

Altair5X,COLOR,2KPID,ATEX 10166742  

ALTAIR 5X PID Multigas Detector







Add Add Add

Add Add Add

Add Add Add

Remarks

Additional toxic gas sensors available

Additional toxic gas sensors available

Additional toxic gas sensors available

To create your own ALTAIR 5X PID, please visit:
http://us.msasafety.com/Portable-Gas-Detection/Multi-Gas/ALTAIR&reg-5X-Multigas-Detector/p/000080001600001023
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it is vital to firefighter safety that portable gas detectors are maintained and calibrated properly. all
sensors can eventually expire due to loss of sensitivity, slowed response time or both. because of this,
performance of a daily bump test is best practice because it is the only method by which the entire
system: instrument, sensors, flow path, power source, alarms, and all electronics can be checked to
ensure that it is functioning properly. that’s why most manufacturer instructions recommend a daily
bump test each day, prior to operation of gas detectors. 

The Importance of Calibration and Bump Testing

Sensor drift
all electrochemical sensors will eventually
lose sensitivity over time with exposure to
work conditions. calibration is used to
compensate for the loss of sensitivity and
adjust the readings to the new sensitivity
output level. 

drift is the amount that sensor output

What is a Calibration?

calibration is an adjustment of the sensor(s)
output to match the known traceable calibration
gas concentration. full calibration ensures
maximum accuracy of the instrument.
environmental conditions such as over-exposures,
introduction of poisons, heavy impacts, or other
extreme environmental changes can cause sensors
to become less accurate. calibration allows the
instrument to manage these changes in sensitivity.

What is a Bump test?
bump tests are meant to verify that the sensors
and the alarms function properly and that the
sensors respond within acceptable margins.
Gases or vapors must be able to reach the sensor.
bump tests confirm that gas flow paths to the
sensor on the detector are clear and the sensor(s)
are functioning from a qualitative standpoint.
bump testing will alert users if a gas inlet has
become blocked, even if the blockage is not
visible. the bump test, however, is not meant to
adjust the device’s accuracy.

changes over time. all sensors experience
drift. once the sensitivity becomes too low, it
becomes more difficult to assess exact
differences in gas concentrations. sensors
typically have a fixed sensitivity limit assigned
by the detector; once that limit is reached,
they will not pass calibration.

60 ppm

CO
 (p

pm
)

Time (t)

0 ppm
0 t t(x)

Calibration Calibration

(Calibration Span Value)

Sensor drift over time or changes 
to environmental conditions
can change sensor output—

requiring the need for calibration.

60 ppm

CO
 (p

pm
)

Time (t)

0 ppm
0 t t(x)

(Calibration Span Value)

Sensor Failure
(the importance

of a bump)

Poisoning, blockage or any number 
of issues can cause a sensor to lose 
sensitivity rapidly or an instrument 
not to respond—prompting the need 
for a bump test on a regular basis.
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note: this bulletin contains only a general
description of the products shown. while uses
and performance capabilities are described,
under no circumstances shall the products be
used by untrained or unqualified individuals
and not until the product instructions
including any warnings or cautions provided
have been thoroughly read and understood.
only they contain the complete
and detailed information
concerning proper use and 
care of these products.
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GALAXY GX2 Automated Test System

simplicity counts with the msa GalaXy GX2 automated test system for advanced
safety management and effortless operation. GalaXy GX2 test system provides
simple, intelligent testing and calibration of msa altair and altair pro single-
Gas detectors and altair 4X and altair 5X multigas detectors. easy-to-use
automated test stand offers high performance as either stand-alone unit or
integrated portable detector management system, enabling total data access and
control of the msa altair family Gas detector fleet. new msa link pro software
for proactive safety management; gas exposure email alerts, direct data input, live
filtering, test and exposure queries, collecting and printing reports.

• color touch screen for ease of setup and viewing
• extremely simple to use; testing starts automatically without touching a single

button 
• simultaneous testing of up to ten instruments
• GalaXy GX2 system is optimized for use with msa’s Xcell sensors; provides up

to 50% cost of ownership reduction
• at-a-glance indicators include low calibration gas volume, expiration warnings

and test stand status 
• msa link pro software provides proactive safety management, dashboard

overview and total record-keeping
• 18 languages available for test stand and msa link pro software that simplifies

usage and reduces training

GALAXY GX2 SYSTEM TEST STAND

1 valve (for use with 
1 calibration gas cylinder)

4 valve (for use with 
1-4 calibration gas cylinders)

charging* no-charging charging* no-charging

altair / altair pro
single-Gas detector

– 10128644 – 10128643

altair 4/4X multigas 
detector 10128630 10128642 10128629 10128641

altair 5/5X multigas 
detector 10128626 10128628 10128625 10128627

ACCESSORIES

10127422 altair 4/4X detector multi-unit charger

10127427 altair 5/5X detector multi-unit charger

10105756 electronic cylinder Holder

10125135 standard cylinder Holder

10034391 demand regulator kit

10127111 memory card

CaLIBratIoN CYLINDErS
aND aCCESSorIES

Part No.

ci2/nH3/cio2 demand reGulator kit 10034391

kit, case witH Gas miser® reGulator, 
demand flow rp (includes tubinG and

fittinG, less Gas)

10050985

calibration tubinG witH 
Quick-disconnect fittinG

10041225

58l Quad Gas 60 ppm c0, 20 ppm H2s, 
15% o2, 1.45% cH4

10045035

34l Quad Gas cylinder, 60 ppm c0, 20
ppm H2s, 15% o2, 1.45% cH4

10048280

34l cylinder, 60 ppm co,15% o2, 1.45%
cH4

10048789

34l econo-cal® cylinder, 10 ppm n02,
air balance

711068




